ABSTRACT This paper is concerned with the cooperative diving problem of homogenous under-actuated saucer-type autonomous underwater gliders subject to model uncertainties, input constraints as well as external disturbances. A modular back-stepping design method is used to design a robust adaptive cooperative diving controller for each glider. Especially, a kinematic control law is at first designed by employing a lineof-sight guidance principle, and a path variable update law is developed based on a synchronization strategy. Next, in order to identify the unknown dynamics of gliders, an estimation model is constructed by using a fuzzy approximation technique and a low-frequency learning scheme. Finally, it is proved that the closedloop system is input-to-state stable by using a cascade stability analysis. The simulation results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for cooperative diving of autonomous underwater gliders in a vertical plane.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have received significant amount of attention from academia and marine industry due to their great potential in environmental monitoring, deep oceanic exploration, pipeline inspection, etc. [1] , [2] . Since the concept of the underwater glider was first explored by Baz and Seirge in 1974 [3] , many different kinds of outstanding gliders have been developed [4] - [9] . As a new class of AUVs, autonomous underwater gliders (AUGs) can glide by controlling the buoyancy and attitude using internal pumps and sliding blocks. Because of the characteristics of low cost, lowenergy consumption, long-range, autonomy, and intelligence, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zheng Chen. AUGs have been widely used in the field of ocean sampling, communications gateways and sensor networks [10] - [12] .
With the rapid development of different kinds of AUVs, the motion control problem for AUVs has been intensively studied by many researchers. Motion control scenarios include trajectory tracking [13] - [20] , path-following [21] - [28] and formation control [29] - [43] . In particular, the path-following control for marine vessels has received tremendous interest from scholars in different communities. In [21] , an adaptive path-following controller is constructed for a model ship, and an adaptive recursive design method is presented to describe the dynamics of the ship. In [22] , a back-stepping control method is used to derive an AUV moving along a predefined path with a constant forward speed. In [23] , a nonlinear adaptive path-following controller is adopted to compensate for drift forces through vehicle sideslip which is treated as a constant parameter. In [24] , a back-stepping technique and a robust adaptive radial basis function neural network are developed to solve a path-following control problem for an autonomous surface vessel (ASV) with model uncertainties and input saturations. In [25] , an error-constrained line-of-sight (LOS) guidance method is employed to develop a path-following control law for a three degrees of freedom (DOF) model of an ASV. In [26] , an output-feedback path-following controller is designed for an under-actuated AUV moving in a vertical plane. In [27] , a path-following control law is presented for an AUV suffered from external disturbances. In [28] , a novel multi-objective model predictive control framework is used to solve a path-following problem of an AUV. The previous contributions [21] - [28] are devoted to the path-following problem of a single marine vessel.
With the extensive development of ocean exploration activities, it is far from enough to match the demand by pursuing the optimum performance index of a single AUV. Therefore, researchers have paid special attention to the cooperative path-following control of multiple AUVs in recent years. In [29] , a synchronized path-following control law based on a Lyapunov theory and back-stepping technique is constructed for under-actuated AUVs by means of decentralized speed adaptation. In [30] , an integral LOS guidance law is presented to force the underwater snake robots towards a straight path subject to ocean currents. In [31] , an integral LOS guidance law is proposed to steer a group of robots along a straight line path suffered from the constant irrotational currents. In [32] , a cooperative path-following controller is addressed to ensure multiple ASVs forming a closed symmetric formation, and the effect of the sideslip is compensated by a designed extended state observer. In [33] , a cooperative pathfollowing control law is constructed for underwater robotic vehicles based on an event-triggered control and communication strategy. In [34] , a distributed path-following problem is investigated for multiple ASVs moving along predesigned paths. It would be really noting though, a great quantity of works have been done in [21] - [34] , few studies are mentioned on the cooperative control of AUGs.
Due to the water pressure variation and the influence of ocean currents, AUGs are suffered from parametric model uncertainties and external disturbances. To deal with the unknown kinetics, different kinds of approximation methods are proposed in the literatures [34] , [44] - [47] . As a powerful adaptive and approximation-based technique, fuzzy systems are used for approximation of system dynamics [34] , [44] - [46] . In [34] , by using a fuzzy approximation method, an estimator is designed to estimate the unknown function of the kinetics of an ASV. In [44] , an interval type-2 fuzzy system is developed to design a fault-tolerant controller for trajectory tracking of ASVs. In [45] , a two-layered fuzzy path-following algorithm is proposed to estimate the uncertainties of an AUV. In [46] , an adaptive sliding mode control method is employed based on a fuzzy logic system to realize the diving control of an AUV. Although the effectiveness of the proposed controllers is shown in [34] , [44] - [46] , it is not considered that high-gain adaptive rates in the fuzzy systems can cause high-frequency oscillations which even leads to system instability.
In this paper, a design method is proposed for cooperative diving control of multiple saucer-type AUGs moving in a vertical plane. An adaptive bounded fuzzy controller is developed to achieve the coordinated control of underactuated AUGs with model uncertainties and environment disturbances. At first, a rigid body motion equation is derived for saucer-type AUGs with a new designed internal structure. Then, a kinematic control law based on an LOS method is designed for each AUG to follow a parameterized path, and a path variable update law is presented based on the information of neighbors. Finally, a fuzzy approximation technique is constructed to estimate the unknown functions of the kinetics, and a bounded controller is designed by integrating a projection operator and a saturation function. Simulation results are given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed cooperative diving controller.
The main novelty and contribution of this paper is stated as follows. First, compared with the control methods for various types of AUGs presented in [4] - [12] , [54] , [55] , [59] and [60] , where the attitude control for single AUG has been considered, an adaptive cooperative diving controller is constructed such that a vertical diving formation can be formed for multiple saucer-type AUGs. Second, compared with the approximation technique in [34] , [44] - [46] , where there exists a risk of system instability caused by high-frequency oscillations [48] , [49] , a low-frequency (LF) learning scheme is employed by the proposed fuzzy approximation systems to filter out high-frequency oscillations [50] . Third, in contrast to the existing results [21] - [23] , [25] - [34] , where the actuator constraints are neglected, the proposed bounded controller considers the limited positions of sliding blocks and the limited mass of ballast actuators of saucer-type AUGs, and the bound is known as a priori.
The structure of this paper is designed as follows. In Section II, some necessary preliminaries and problem formulation are stated. In Section III, the cooperation control law composed of a kinematic control law and kinetic control law is presented. Section IV presents the main results of the control law. Section V shows the simulation results. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
Throughout the paper, N denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space; (·) and (·) represent the maximum singular value and the minimum singular value of a matrix, respectively; · denotes the 2-norm of a vector; |·| represents the absolute value of a real number; diag{·} denotes a diagonal matrix.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. GRAPH THEORY
Let G = {V, E} consist of the set of nodes V = {n 1 , . . . , n N } and the set of edges E = {(n i , n j ) ∈ E × E}. The element (n i , n j ) is used to describe the communication from node i to VOLUME 7, 2019 node j. The adjacency matrix A = [a ij ] ∈ N ×N is a square matrix and defined as a ij = 1, if (n j , n i ) ∈ E; and a ij = 0, otherwise. The Laplacian matrix L of G is described as L = H − A, where
Lemma 1 [51] : If the graph G is connected and undirected, and there exists a positive definite matrix P, such that χ T Lχ = e T Pe, where [52] : If the weighted graph G is s weakly connected and weight-balanced, and L is its Laplacian matrix. 
where ε x > 0 denotes a projection tolerance bound; x M ∈ represents a projection norm bound which is acted on x ∈ N . The projection operator Proj : N × N → N can be defined as [53] :
where
Then it can be achieved that:
where x * ∈ N is the true magnitude of x.
C. MODEL OF AUGS IN THE VERTICAL PLANE
This paper considers a saucer-type AUG made in Dalian Maritime University, which is shown in Fig. 1 , and the internal structure is shown in Fig. 2 . In this paper, a networked AUGs are considered, labeled as 1 to N . Based on Fig. 2 , it can be achieved that the total mass of the ith AUG can be described as follows:
where m irb denotes the mass of the rigid body of AUG; m ib represents the mass of a variable ballast actuator for buoyancy regulation; Four moving blocks installed in the longitudinal direction and horizontal direction for attitude regulation have the same mass and working state, such that they can be treated as a sliding block m ip1 in the longitudinal direction and m ip2 in the horizontal direction, respectively. The barycentric coordinates of the AUG can be achieved as follows:
where x irb , y irb , and z irb denote the barycentric coordinates excluding m ip1 and m ip2 ; x ip1 and x ip2 represent positions of m ip1 and m ip2 in the x axis, respectively. y ip1 and y ip2 denote positions of m ip1 and m ip2 in the y axis, respectively.
Referring to the models of AUGs in [9] , [10] , [54] and [55] , a rigid body equation of motion of the ith saucer-shaped AUGs can be achieved as follows:
where Due to the nonlinear and coupled dynamics, it is difficult to devise the control algorithm for AUGs directly. Noting that the saucer-type AUG is designed with low nominal speed about 0.2m/s, and it has a characteristic of three-plane symmetry, therefor the off-diagonal elements can be excluded from the matrix M i11 and M i12 [56] . Such that a simple matrix can be obtained as follows:
Considering the typical moving condition, an AUG model in the vertical plane is presented in this paper. AUGs have a motion of six DOFs and perform missions in a three-dimensional plane. Generally, the AUG motion can be decoupled in the horizontal plane and vertical plane, such that the motion in different planes can be considered independently [57] , [58] .
Defining
such that in the vertical plane, the motion of the ith AUG in X E -Z E coordinate frame as shown in Fig. 3 can be described by kinematic equations: and kinetic equations:
where x i and z i denote the positions of AUGs; 
D. KINEMATIC PATH-FOLLOWING ERROR
In the X E -Z E coordinate frame, the ith parameterized path designed for the ith AUG can be expressed as p id ( 
, where χ i denote a path variable. Define the tangential angle as θ id (χ i ), then θ id (χ i ) of one point in p id (χ i ) can be described as follows:
The cooperative diving errors x ie and z ie can be described as follows:
By differentiating x ie and z ie along (12), one has:
The control objective is to design a cooperative diving controller, such that a fleet of AUGs can be steered to track the predesigned paths. In this paper, the following two tasks are listed to describe the control objective:
(i) Path-following task: force the AUG to converge to
where δ 1 and δ 2 are positive constants.
(ii) Path variable synchronization task: force the path variables to satisfy:
where i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , N , i = j, and δ 3 is a positive constant. 
III. COOPERATION CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section, an adaptive cooperative diving controller is constructed for AUGs by adopting a modular back-stepping design method, which can achieve the decoupling of a control subsystem and an estimation subsystem. The architecture of the proposed controller is illustrated in Fig. 4 , and it can be divided into two parts: a guidance part and a control part. In the guidance part, a kinematic control law is constructed by using an LOS guidance principle and a path variable update law based on the information of neighbors. In the control part, an LF learning scheme and a fuzzy control (LF+FC) method is at first constructed to approximate the model uncertainties and external disturbances, then the kinetic control law is designed for each AUG based on the LF+FC method.
A. KINEMATIC CONTROL LAW
In this subsection, an LOS-based guidance principle is presented, and the commanded parameters such as the forward speed u iu , angular rate q iq and pitch angle θ iθ are designed in the kinematic control law. Define
where v s is a positive constant reference speed; ω i is a variable to be designed later; θ id , u iu and q iq are the virtual guidance signals.
Letû ie andq ie be the estimate of u ie and q ie , respectively. The estimation errors can be defined as:
According to (16) and (17), and considering the pitch error, the tracking error dynamics in (13) can be written as:
is the total velocity; α i is the angle of attack; u i = U i cos α i and w i = U i sin α i .
The following guidance laws for the ith AUG can be developed based on the LOS principle:
where i is defined as a positive look ahead distance; ix = x 2 ie + 2 ix and iθ = θ 2 ie + 2 iθ ; k i1 , k i2 , ix and iθ are positive constants.
Note that θ ie = (θ ie − α i ) − (θ ie − θ ie − α i ), one has:
Therefore, when θ ie → 0, one has:
Substituting (19) into (18), it renders:
where iz = z 2 ie + 2 iz with iz being a positive constant. Next, with the purpose of achieving a synchronized formation, an update law for ω i is constructed.
Based on the information of neighbors, a coordination error can be defined as:
Then, ω i is updated by: 
(24)
B. KINETIC CONTROL LAW
Considering the excellent approximation ability of the fuzzy system, a fuzzy-system-based estimator is constructed to approximate the model uncertainties and external disturbances. In order to deal with the risk of system instability, two state predictors for estimating the weights of fuzzy systems are designed on the basis of an LF learning scheme. Based on the LF+FC method, a kinetic control law is designed for each AUG.
According to (16) , the time derivatives of u ie and q ie can be given by: Noting that there are time-varying unknown terms in the functionsf iu (·) andf iq (·), thus it is difficult to estimate the functions by using the fuzzy systems per se. Here the fuzzy systems using sampled input and output data are employed to reconstruct system dynamics, which can be described by the following lemma [34] , [39] .
Lemma 3: Given ε * iu > 0 and ε * iq > 0, there exists a set of weights iu , iq , enactment the weights are bounded, such that two fuzzy systems can be used to estimate the unknown continuous functions as follows:
where the input and output vectors Proof: Note that the derivative of u ie and q ie based on the past values can be described as:
It can be achieved that for any given two positive constants ε iu and ε iq , there exist q(ε iu ) and q(ε iq ) such that:
By using enough dense data of
T ,u ie andq ie can be approximated to any accuracy, respectively. It follows fromf iu (·) = m iuuie − b iu τ iu andf iq (·) = m iqqie − b iq τ iq thatf iu (·) andf iq (·) can be estimated by two fuzzy systems, which can be designed by using the incremental data and input data written as [ iu (t), τ iu ] T and iq (t), τ iq T , respectively. This proof is completed.
With the purpose of constructing the update laws forˆ iu andˆ iq , two state predictors are designed as follows:
where k i3 ∈ , k i4 ∈ , κ iu ∈ and κ iq ∈ are positive constants;ˆ iu andˆ iq are the estimations of iu and iq , respectively. Then the update laws forˆ iu andˆ iq can be designed as follows:
whereh iu ∈ andh iq ∈ are positive constants. Due to the projection operator, one has ||ˆ iu || ≤ * iu + i1 and ||ˆ iq || ≤ * iq + i2 , where i1 and i2 are positive constants. Noting that in order to deal with large system uncertainties or abrupt changes in system dynamics, high-gain adaptive rates could be used in (30) to achieve fast adaptation. While, there exists a risk of the system instability caused by highfrequency oscillations [48] , [49] . To deal with the risk of system instability, an LF learning scheme is employed by the proposed fuzzy approximation systems to filter out highfrequency oscillations [50] .
An LF learning update law is used to updateˆ iu andˆ iq herein, such that (30) can be rewritten as follows [50] :
whereˆ ifu andˆ ifq are the low-pass filter weight estimates ofˆ iu andˆ iq , respectively; σ iu , σ iq ,h ifu ∈ andh ifq ∈ are positive constants.
The kinetic control laws can be design as:
where iu = û 2 ie + 2 iu and iq = q 2 ie + 2 iq with iu ∈ and iq ∈ being positive constants; Then, the bounds of the inputs can be described as follows:
Substituting (32) into (29), the kinetic error dynamics can be rewritten as follows:
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Consider the closed-loop system of the cooperation controller as a cascade system composed of an estimation error subsystem:
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The following lemma presents the stability of the subsystem (35) .
Lemma 4: The first subsystem (35) composed of the inputs being ε iu , ε iq ,˜ iu ,˜ iq ,˜ ifu and˜ ifq , and the states beingũ ie , q ie ,˜ iu ,˜ iq ,˜ ifu and˜ ifq , is input-to-state stable (ISS).
Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function as:
By differentiating V 1 along (35), one has:
Since
it renders:
where 0 < ρ i1 < 1. It follows that the estimation error subsystem (35) is ISS, and there exists α i1 (·) and ι h 1 i (·) satisfying:
where α i1 (·) is a class KL function; ι
is a class K function, and ι
This proof is completed. The following lemma presents the stability of the subsystem (36) .
Lemma 5: The second subsystem (36) composed by the inputs beingũ ie , andq ie , and the states being x ie , z ie , θ ie ,û ie , q ie , and e i , is ISS.
Proof: Pick a Lyapunov function candidate:
where χ = [χ 1 , . . . , χ N ] T . Based on Lemma 1, (43) can be written as:
Taking the time derivative of V 2 along (36), one has:
Substituting (23) into (45), it follows that:
Defining E i3 = [x ie , z ie , θ ie ,û ie ,q ie , ξ ie ] T , it renders:
where 0 < ρ i2 < 1.
T , one has:
Due to µ * id > 0, it can be achieved that 0 < (ϕ i ) < 1. Since
It follows that the (x ie , z ie , θ ie ,û ie ,q ie , e i )-subsystem is ISS, and there exist α i2 (·) and ι h 2 i (·) such that:
where α i2 (·) is a class KL function; ι h 2 i (·) is a class K function, and ι
with S i2 = diag{1, m iu , m iq , P} and i (s) = s/ s 2 + 2 i max . In addition, according to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it can be achieved that:
Due to e i ≤ δ 3 , it renders that
It has been proven that two error subsystems (35) and (36) are ISS by using Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, respectively. In order to achieve the stability of the cascade system, the following theorem is presented.
Theorem 1: The cascade system composed of the estimation error subsystem (35) 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate the proposed adaptive cooperative diving controller, three homogenous saucer-type AUGs governed by the given models are considered, and the model parameters are given in [55] . In addition, For illustrations, the proposed method is compared with the proportional-integral (PI) control method. The kinematic controllers for the two methods are both taken as (19) . At the kinetic level, the PI control law is given by:
where k P i3 , k I i3 , k P i4 , and k I i4 , are control parameters. The control parameters are selected as follows:
iq = 2, and v s = 0.1. The simulation results are provided in Fig. 5-17 . Firstly, the look ahead distance is set as i = 4m, 10m, 20m to study the effect of parameter variations on the dynamic response in the kinematic control level by using the proposed method. Specifically, Fig. 5 depicts the cooperative diving of AUGs in the vertical plane, and the AUGs can track the designed paths even if distracted by external disturbances. Fig. 6 and 7 show the tracking errors x ie and z ie , respectively, and they reveal that the tracking errors are convergent to a small neighborhood of zero. The evolutions of the pitch angles and path variables are illustrated in the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . In Fig. 5-Fig. 8 , it can be observed that a bigger i can VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 13. Comparisons of control inputs x 1p1 using two methods (i = 1, 2, 3) . get a relatively smooth tracking trajectory and pitch angles. While it takes a relatively long time to follow the predesigned paths by using a bigger i . Therefore there exists a tradeoff between the tracking time and smoothness of the tracking performance when choosing i . The uncertainties in surge and pitch directions are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 , respectively, and they reveal that the system dynamics with model uncertainties and external disturbances can be estimated efficiently by the designed fuzzy systems. Secondly, the comparisons of the control inputs and the tracking performances using the proposed LF+FC method and PI control method are given in Fig. 12-17 . Fig. 12 and 13 depict the control inputs m 1b and x 1p1 , respectively, and it is verified that the control inputs are bounded. It can be observed that under almost the same control inputs, the transient performances of the proposed method are faster than those of the PI control method, and the static errors are fewer than those of the PI control method. Besides, the anti-disturbance performances of the proposed method are much better than those of the PI control method. Based on the analysis of the simulation results, it can be concluded that the case study on the cooperative diving of AUGs validates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a design method for the cooperative diving of homogenous under-actuated saucer-type AUGs subject to model uncertainties and external disturbances as well as input constraints. At first, in order to perform the cooperative diving mission, the kinematic control law is derived on the basis of an LOS guidance principle. Then, based on the LF+FC method, the kinetic control law is developed such that the uncertainties and external disturbances of the AUGs kinetics can be approximated efficiently. At last, by using the cascade theory, the stability of the closed-loop system of the cooperation controller is analyzed. The simulation results substantiate the effectiveness of the constructed cooperative diving control scheme for under-actuated saucer-type AUGs in the presence of constraints and disturbances simultaneously. In future works, it is desirable to validate the proposed method in multiple practical AUGs.
